I can manage my own finances without these cheating, lying, stealing, manipulative, country killing thieves !!! All I have seen over the years and especially the last 24 years is enough for anyone to go postal on the so-called government "leadership". All I have seen is over spending in every sector of government. With their "plan" to control my money that I have WORKED for and saved ON MY OWN is ludicrous !!! If the so-called leaders of this country would have to work at a real job and be subjected to the CRA* we are subjected to by their idiotic "ideals", taxes, rules, judgements and "laws" ( which is damn overkill by the nut bag in the White House who over uses Executive Order like a 2 year old who can't have his way ) then things would be in a different light. LEAVE MY MONEY ALONE -- GET A REAL JOB -- GO THE HELL OUT OF MY LIFE !!!!! America is getting real close to being a third rate country due to over credit, over spending and unnecessary spending. When the Chinese and all creditors come calling for the IOU's to be paid don't you damn well touch my money !!!! You politicians got us in this mess then you can damn well use your own money ( probably most of it stolen ) to pay off the debts !!! Oh yeah, by the way, we might want to learn Chinese and Spanish since China owns most of American debt and Spanish since their is more Spanish speaking people than AMERICAN ENGLISH !!!!!